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Divvy is the nextgen sportsbook and casino of the future that
harnesses the power of Solana’s decentralized blockchain to create a
web3 betting experience unlike any other. Divvy is pioneering web3
betting offering guaranteed payouts with instant settlements. At the
nexus of decentralized finance (Defi) and online betting sits Divvy.
Our tailored smart contracts create unrestricted access that offers
guaranteed payouts with settlements only a few clicks away. Bettors
place wagers on a sports team, athlete, or play a card game and
receive payouts directly into their wallets. Our platform democratizes
gambling by allowing anyone to BE THE HOUSE and receive a direct
share of the profits. At Divvy, we are committed to revolutionizing the
gambling experience for the people. Financially tailored smart
contracts used on Divvy replace traditional banks to offer a
decentralized and laissez-faire market with unrestricted access.
Together we will redefine the way people bet.
Divvy is for those who believe “The House always wins.”
Divvy is for investors who want the ultimate diversification:
exposure to a new asset class and one that outlives market cycles.
Divvy is for sharp bettors who are tired of being pushed out of
sportsbooks just for winning.
Divvy is for weekend gamblers who want ease of access and
competitive odds.
Divvy is for community members that want to play fun games and
hang out with friends.
Divvy is for Degens who want killer perks, unmatched security and
transparency, quick payouts, and complete privacy.
Divvy is for NFT collectors that recognize good art, unmatched
utility, and an active community of like-minded gamblers and
sports enthusiasts.
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The gambling industry is in the middle of enormous expansion. There
are more global participants than ever before due to ease of access,
changes in regulations, and an increase in wealth among the middle
class. World gambling statistics show an incredible 26% of the
global population engage in gambling of some kind (that’s 1.6 billion
active gamblers and 4.2 billion casual participants that place a bet at
least once a year). Online gambling is the fastest growing segment of
the industry with a $59B market value that is set to double in the next
few years.¹ According to the UK Gambling Commission, Covid
restrictions assisted in increased betting worldwide by 64% and
those numbers continue to grow with a 12% CAGR.²
While traditional brick and mortar sportsbooks and casinos might
offer a fun in-person gambling experience for those willing to travel,
they are built on an archaic model that is shrouded in secrecy. Not
only does their overhead prevent them from offering competitive
rates and low fees, their centralized nature allows for unfair gambling
practices and lack of transparency.
Online sportsbooks attempted to solve some of the problems of brick
and mortar casinos, but at too high of a cost. When bettors place
wagers at one of these online sportsbooks, they often have no idea if
the operator has the liquidity to cover winning bets. Many of these
sportsbooks operate under a Ponzi scheme model that relies on future
deposits to pay out winners and commit exit scams once they become
insolvent. The problem is so widespread that Sportsbook Review has
compiled a list of bad and failed operators with thousands of entries!³

Managing these online centralized casinos requires intense human
capital to operationalize payment processing along with navigating
international banking and gaming regulations. Operators often
charge as much as 6% for deposits and withdrawals to cover
overhead (among other hidden fees). Due to regulations, it is almost
impossible for operators to work with legitimate large financial
companies and, instead, are forced to use unsecured payment
processors that charge exorbitant fees.
¹ Market volume of online gaming
worldwide - statista.com
² Risks arising from Covid-19 and our
response - gamblingcommision.gov.uk
³ Blacklist - sportsbookreview.com

Ads for these online sportsbooks are ubiquitous, often offering
promotions for bonuses up to 100% of the deposit. Most bettors
lured onto these betting platforms never receive these bonuses
because of ‘rollover’ requirements. Bettors are required to wager a
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certain amount of dollars in order for the bonus to be withdrawable. For
example, a small $100.00 bonus on a deposit of $100.00 could have a
5x rollover. A bettor would have to wager $1000.00 (5 x [100 bonus +
100 deposit]) just to withdraw the bonus. Some rollovers are as high as
30x! Online gambling sites often add additional restrictions and certain
games (usually blackjack and poker) are excluded from eligibility.
The few online sportsbooks and casinos that do accept crypto often
only take BTC or their own token. The volatility of BTC makes it less
than ideal for a betting platform and tokens for specific online sites
are often created as a cash grab and rapidly lose value. A bettor
might win a wager only to find that, by the time they withdraw their
winnings, the value of the token has decreased by half or worse.
While online sportsbooks are often fine with customers placing bets
in relative anonymity, this ends once the user tries to withdraw funds.
When a withdrawal request is issued, gamblers are forced to
complete a lengthy and intrusive KYC (Know Your Customer)
process. At this point, the sportsbook and their employees will have
complete access to the personal identification of the
user(unfortunately, these sportsbooks are often the target for cyber
attacks⁴). When all the steps necessary to withdraw funds are
completed, online gambling sites regularly throttle payments in order
to encourage additional wagering. Users are often left waiting for
several weeks for payouts to be deposited into their account.

⁴ Cyberattack on sbtech forces
shutdown of some betting sites legalsportsbetting.com
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We at Divvy knew there had to be a better way. Our team reimagined
what a gambling platform could be and then built a decentralized
application (Dapp) that addresses all of the problems of the modern
online casino and sportsbook. And now we’re taking it to next generation.
Here is The Divvy Difference:
Be The House. Users are finally able to ‘Be The House’ and
experience profit sharing in a fully decentralized sportsbook
and casino! The Divvy protocol is backed by a publicly-funded
liquidity pool that secures wagers made on the Divvy
ecosystem. All deposits made into the House liquidity pool
trigger a smart contract that mints liquidity tokens called House
tokens. These House tokens proportionately represent the
user’s stake in the House liquidity pool. This is truly noncustodial and permissionless, as only holders of LP tokens have
claim to the funds. ALL profits generated from betting activity
go directly back into the House pool to be claimable among
liquidity providers.
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Betting protocol functionality
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Non-Custodial. Unlike other online sportsbooks, Divvy users will
never have to deposit funds into the platform to place wagers. Any
user can place a bet by simply connecting a compatible wallet,
selecting a bet, and approving the transaction. All wagers entered
into the protocol are binded by smart contracts broadcasted onto
the blockchain. Once the event is over, winning payouts are settled
directly into the user’s wallet.
Speed. Divvy is built on the Solana blockchain that handles over
65,000 transactions per second. (For a Web2 comparison,
Mastercard claims to only be able to process 5,000 per second.)
Users simply connect their Phantom wallets, or other compatible
wallets, to the Divvy Dapp to place wagers or provide liquidity to
the Divvy House Pool.
Security. Divvy smart contracts are immutable; thus, no one can
alter a wager once it’s on the chain. Divvy’s proprietary smart
contracts manage the creation, trading, and settlement of cryptobased wagering. Divvy’s partnership with oracle providers stream
real world data into our smart contracts that trigger settlement
instantaneously. All of this works behind the scenes to provide
users with all the benefits that the permissionless and secured
web3 blockchain environment provides.
Simplicity. Advancements in web3 combined with deep
preoccupation for user experience, we’re able to provide users the
ability to wager or provide liquidity within a few clicks. Divvy’s simpleto-use UI, users will experience the next generation of gambling.
Transparency. Each bet made at Divvy though anonymous is
public and easily observable on the blockchain. Our smart
contracts are immutable (wagers that have been accepted by the
protocol cannot be changed or modified). Once on-chain, each
transaction is publicly searchable unique transaction hash. All
odds are fed into the smart contract via oracle integrations.
Partnering with Switchboard, a trusted on-chain oracle network
for Solana, we have created a custom data feed to support the
protocol. Our sports betting odds are sourced via professional
providers (the same used by many of the popular betting
platforms). Once a game is over, the Switchboard oracle collects
data from various sources in order to come to consensus before
publishing the outcomes and triggering the settlement process.
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Low Transaction Fees. Each transaction on the Solana blockchain
will incur a small gas fee of approximately $.00025 per
transaction. At Divvy, there are no additional fees for depositing or
withdrawing into the Dapp.
Anonymity. Advancements in Web3 development enable users to
instantly connect to the Divvy Dapp without going through an
intrusive sign-up process. Users enjoy completely anonymous
wagering: connect, bet, and withdrawal. We respect the community’s
desire for privacy and pledge to commit to the latest securities
practices to protect user’s identity and assets from all bad actors.
Stablecoin Based. Divvy will be a stablecoin-based protocol. By
removing the intrinsic volatility of regularly-traded crypto assets, users
no longer need to worry about their assets fluctuating while locked up
in pending bets. This provides Divvy users with an experience similar
to traditional online gambling platforms while reaping the benefits of
blockchain technologies. USDC will be the first supported stablecoin
on our platform with plans to accept a wide basket of stable coins or
other assets (to be determined by the DivvyDAO).
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Figure 2
Settlement mechanism diagram
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Guaranteed Payouts. Users will never again have to worry about
winning bets not being paid. Prior to a bet being placed, Divvy
smart contracts audit the pool to confirm there is sufficient liquidity
to cover the bet. Upon passing examination, a Divvy smart contract
triggers a request to pull the user’s wagered amount out of the
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wallet and deposit the potential payout into the contract. The bet is
then locked. Once the event is over, results are communicated to
our oracles, information is funneled into the Divvy contract, and the
settlement process is triggered. Users will simply settle the funds
back into their wallets with a single transaction.
Betting Rewards. Instead of impossible deposit bonuses and
rollovers offered at other online casinos, Divvy rewards users for using
the platform. An innovative incentivisation strategy will allow bettors
to earn $DVY tokens by simply placing wagers through the platform.

NFTs. At Divvy, we have created a unique way for NFTs to play an
integral part of our ecosystem. The NFTs represent the citizens of
the Divvy ecosystem (Divvians) and holders can collect a
combination of Divvians to unlock a share of the house earnings!
Certain combinations will also unlock staking and betting boosts.
All holders will be part of an exclusive community that will have
access to free bets, contests, and limited-access events
throughout the year. There’s a lot more, too (we’re keeping some of
the benefits under wraps for now).

Figure 3
Liquidity pool functionality
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The DivvyDAO. Our mission at Divvy is to usher in the new age of
decentralized experiences and disrupt an ancient system that’s
historically preyed on the consumer. Because we believe that the
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community should be the ultimate beneficiary of the protocol,
Divvy is committed to converting the foundation into a DAO as the
main governing body. The Divvy protocol will allocate 10% of
house earnings to the Divvy Foundation to promote continuous
innovation, development, 24/7 support, and general maintenance
of the protocol. Our community will have the ability to participate
and vote on proposals and amendments including (but not limited
to): community incentives (liquidity mining rewards), marketing
initiatives (betting tournaments), and protocol upgrades (what
sport/games/betting types to support). Our goal is to allow the
community to unite and determine the direction of the project and
make sure every member has a voice. With that in mind, Divvy is
partnering and working with industry leaders to devise a DAO
structure that aligns with the overall mission.
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NOW:
Community Discord Server Opens
Community Games and Alpha Releases
Litepaper/ Tokenomics Released
Token investors, Advisors, and Partners Announced
NFT Art Sneakpeeks and Giveaways
Platform Devnet Operational
Honorable Mention in the Breakpoint Solana Hackathon
Recipient of the Solana Foundation Grant
SOON:
Moonshot Game
Futures, Parlays, Round Robins, Pleaser and
Teaser Bets, Prop Bets
Divvians NFT Drop
Mainnet Launch with Global Betting Markets
$DVY Token IDO
Daily Free Spins for NFT holders
NFT Staking / Rewards / Profit sharing
House Pool / Bet Rewards / Yield Farming
FUTURE:
Poker (with NFT avatars)
Expanded Betting Markets
Live Betting (Moneyline, Point Spreads or Handicap, Totals)
Contests and Giveaways
Table Games (Blackjack, Roulette, etc.)
Slots
Special Events
Daily Fantasy Sports
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The Divvy Token ($DVY) is the native token of the Divvy ecosystem.
This is a governance token that accrues value through utility. We
don’t burn tokens at Divvy, but instead find useful ways to deploy the
token to increase shareholder value. Some of the benefits include:
Community Rewards. Users of the platform will be awarded
$DVY tokens for placing bets, providing liquidity, and other
specially-designated activities. At Divvy, we want to make sure our
community is rewarded substantially for growing the platform.
Voting. Users will lock their $DVY tokens to earn voting rights to
participate in DAO decisions, and can accrue more voting tokens
by extending the lockup period. Holders of $DVY play a significant
role in Divvy ecosystem governance as we move to a truly
decentralized platform.
NFT Marketplace. The Divvy NFT Marketplace boasts stunning NFTs
with incredible perks. $DVY token holders will have unique benefits
like access to premium mints, reduced fees, and special discounts.

Validator. Our $DVY whales will be able to further support the
decentralization of the ecosystem by becoming a sports score
validator and even hosting their own lines on our betting platform.
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There will be a total circulation of 1,000,000,000 $DVY tokens
distributed as follows:

Team and Advisors: Six month cliff vesting schedule from launch
date. Remaining tokens distributed equally over the next 30 months.
Private Investors: Six month cliff vesting schedule. Remaining
tokens distributed equally over the next 12 months.

Figure 4
$DVY token distribution chart

